Trade Press Release

CAE to deploy its first Bombardier Global 6500 full-flight
simulator in the Middle East

Dubai, United Arab Emirates, November 15, 2021 (NYSE: CAE; TSX:
CAE) – CAE announced today at the 2021 Dubai Airshow that it is
expanding its pilot training capacity in the Middle East. Through its
Authorized Training Provider (ATP) agreement with Bombardier, CAE
will deploy a new Bombardier Global 6500* full-flight simulator (FFS) to
the Emirates-CAE Flight Training Centre (ECFT) in Dubai.
“While travellers help fuel the recovery of the industry, as the training
partner of choice, we place great importance on supporting the
increasing training needs of business aviation pilots and operators
across the globe,” said Nick Leontidis, CAE’s Group President, Civil
Aviation Training Soutions. “A first outside of America, the brand new
CAE Global 6500* FFS will heighten the pilot training experience in the
Middle East and help strengthen business aviation pilots’ skills.”
“As aviation rebuilds, we continue to provide the latest training
experience in the region and we are proud to add Bombardier’s new
Global 6500 aircraft in the Middle East with our training partner CAE,”
said Steve Allen, Executive Vice President at Emirates Group. “This
addition will better serve the operators in the region with CAE’s cutting
edge technology.”
“We are proud to collaborate with our training partner CAE. The
Bombardier Global 6500 business jet is the newest member of the
Global family, offering additional range, a smooth ride, and a second-tonone cabin experience — all built from the same winning DNA that sets
Global business jets apart,” said Anthony Cox, Vice President, Customer
Support, Bombardier. “Just as our customers enjoy high reliability from
their Global 6500 aircraft, they can continue to expect a world-class
training experience, and we are happy to unite them with CAE’s top-ofthe-line pilot training know-how and advanced technology in the Middle
East.”
The brand-new CAE Bombardier Global 6500* business jet FFS will be
ready for training in 2023 at the ECFT centre in Al Garhoud, Dubai. This
will be CAE’s second Bombardier Global 6500* FFS as part of its current
ATP agreement with Bombardier. CAE already offers Global 6500*
aircraft training at CAE’s Montreal training centre.
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*Bombardier and Global 6500 are registered trademarks of Bombardier
Inc. or its subsidiaries
About CAE
CAE is a high technology company, at the leading edge of digital
immersion, providing solutions to make the world a safer place. Backed
by a record of more than 70 years of industry firsts, we continue to
reimagine the customer experience and revolutionize training and
operational support solutions in civil aviation, defence and security, and
healthcare. We are the partner of choice to customers worldwide who
operate in complex, high-stakes and largely regulated environments,
where successful outcomes are critical. As testament to our customers’
ongoing needs for our solutions, over 60 percent of CAE’s revenue is
recurring in nature. We have the broadest global presence in our
industry, with more than 11,000 employees, 180 sites, and training
locations in over 35 countries. www.cae.com
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